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Question No : 1 

It is important that a company using the UPK Developer comes up with a well-thought out backup plan to 

guard against losing UPK data in the event of a disaster.  

Identify the best practice that should be included in the backup plan.  

 

A. Backups should be performed only when all content authors are logged out of the Developer and all 

content is checked in.  

 

B. Backup frequency should be based on the amount of data you are willing to lose if disaster strikes.  

 

C. Backups should be verified to ensure that the process was successful.  

 

D. Backups should be tested practically to ensure that data can be recovered.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 2  

A customer uses a dedicated application server that is different than the customer's database server. 

What important consideration should you keep in mind when installing the Developer server software?  

 

A. Run the setup program on both the applications server and the database server to properly set up this 

configuration.  

 

B. The applications server and the database server must be in the same local network to perform the 

Installation.  

 

C. The domain user credentials must have the same level of permissions on both the application and 

database servers.  

 

D. This type of configuration is not supported. The application software must be on the same physical 

system as the database.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 3 

You have an outline of content, which consists of several modules. Each module contains several topics. 

You would like to add a summary module, which includes only select topics from each of the other 

modules.  
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Select the method to create this summary module.  

 

A. Copy the topics from the Library and paste them into the summary module.  

 

B. Copy all modules. Paste Special > Link to the Summary module and delete the unneeded topics.  

 

C. Copy all modules. Paste Special > Copy to the Summary module and delete the unneeded topics.  

 

D. Expand the outline, select the desired topics using Ctrl-click, Copy, and Paste in the Summary module.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 4 

You are the Knowledge Center administrator responsible for the deployment of UPK content in the 

Knowledge Center. The lead UPK developer has just published a "UPK Title" in the form of a "player 

package" to a shared drive. The administrator wants to know how this content can be imported into the 

Knowledge Center for end user consumption.  

Identify two options that would satisfy this requirement.  

 

A. Ask the UPK author to republish directly into KCenter from UPK, and then create a new learning path in 

the knowledge Center that links to the publish title.  

 

B. Copy the player package into the knowledge Center’s content root folder, before creating a new 

learning path that links to the package from the Knowledge Center.  

 

C. Create a new “Organization Only” title in the knowledge Center and link directly to the package in the 

shared drive location as an activity.  

 

D. Ask the author to export the UPK package as an .odarc format before importing into the knowledge 

Center as an activity.  

 

E. Deploy the player package on a web server first, so that it is accessible via HTTP, before creating a 

URL link to it from the knowledge Center as an activity.  

 

Answer: B,E  

 

 

Question No : 5  

Your customer wants separate content roots for separate project. Identify the correct setup and 

publication processes to support this requirement.  

 

A. Additional content roots are set up with UPK setup.exe. UPK content can be published directly to a 
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choice of content roots from the UPK developer.  

 

B. Additional content roots are set up via setup.exe. UPK content can be imported as a title to a choice of 

content roots using a drop-down list.  

 

C. Additional content roots are set up via the Knowledge Center (Content Roots tab). UPK content can be 

imported as a title to a choice of content roots using a drop-down list.  

 

D. Additional content roots are set up via the Knowledge Center (Content Roots tab). UPK content can be 

published directly to a choice of content roots from the UPK developer.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 6  

Your library database is corrupted and you decide to restore the database from a recent backup.  

However, after the library is restored, one of your users informs you that he or she is not able to check out 

a particular document from the library. When he or she does, the error message "Invalid attempt to read 

when no data present" is displayed.  

Identify two tasks that should be completed to resolve this issue.  

 

A. Run the UpdateRestoreDate.sql script on the library database.  

 

B. Restart the Developer to resynchronize with the library.  

 

C. Select "Library Updates..." from the Tools menu.  

 

D. Click the Refresh button (or press F5) to refresh the user's library view.  

 

E. Stop and restart the SQL instance to flush the server database cache.  

 

Answer: A,B  

 

 

Question No : 7  

A UPK content author has a single-user installation of UPK 3.6.1 on his or her computer. The author 

would like to keep this installation on his or her machine, but also wants to Install the single user of UPK 

11.0.  

Identify the process that enables this.  

 

A. The content author needs to create an .odarc file of all the content he or she wants to keep from the 

3.6.1 single-user Installation, and then uninstall 3.6.1. After 3.6.1 is uninstalled, the author can install 11.0. 

Two different versions of UPK single user cannot be installed on one computer at the same time.  
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B. The content author can run the UPK 11.0 setup and install UPK 11.0 in a folder structure that is 

different from where the UPK 3.6.1 is installed. Both versions of the developer can be launched 

independently.  

 

C. The content author can run the UPK 11.0 setup and Install UPK 11.0 in the same folder structure as the 

3.6.1 Installation. This will upgrade the 3.6.1 installation to version 11.0. Two different versions of UPK 

single user cannot be installed on one computer at the same time.  

 

D. The content author can run the UPK 11.0 setup and install UPK 11.0 in the same folder structure as the 

3.6.1 installation. Because the cache locations of 11.0 and 3.6.1 are different, the two versions of the UPK 

can be launched independently.  

 

Answer: B 

 

 

Question No : 8  

You are tasked with installing the Knowledge Center Database using the scripts that are stored on the G 

drive. Your company currently uses SQL Server 2008.  

What are the commands used to build the database using the scripts?  

 

A. Sqlcmd – I –S“mysqlserver” – i ” G:\Setup\db scripts\MSSQL\knowledgwCenter\createDBObjects.sql “ – 

n DBOwner =” KUser password = “password” – v DBName = “KMASTER” – v DBPath = “C: \ database”  

 

B. Sqlcmd – E – S“mysqlserver” – i ” G:\Setup\db scripts\MSSQL\knowledgwCenter\createDBObjects.sql “ – 

n DBOwner =” KUser password = “password” – v DBName = “KMASTER” – v DBPath = “C: \ database”  

 

C. Sqlcmd – E – s “mysqlserver” – e ” G:\Setup\db scripts\MSSQL\knowledgwCenter\createDBObjects.sql 

“ – n DBOwner =” KUser password = “password” – v DBName = “KMASTER” – v DBPath = “C: \ database”  

 

D. Sqlplus – s system/password@xe @ “E:\Setup\db 

scripts\ORACLE\KnowledgeCenter\CreatesSchememaObjects.sql.sql” KUser password KMaster “C: \ 

app \ oradata \ orcl \ KMaster.DBF” KMaster_TEMP “C: \app\oradata \ orcl \ KMaster_TMP.DBF”  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 9  

Your customer has a custom built application for which the customer has created a robust text-based 

Help system. The customer has contacted you for your expert knowledge in deploying UPK player content. 

The customer wants to add links to "See It!" mode and "try it!" mode simulations in their online 

documentation, but does not want users to have to navigate the UPK Player table of contents.  

Identify the option that would support this requirement.  
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A. The customer should publish each topic using the Individual topic output, host each on a web server, 

and link to each file from their documentation.  

 

B. The customer should host the published player package on a web server and use the kp.html file to 

derive each link to each topic and mode.  

 

C. The customer should host the published player package, launch index.html, and navigate to each topic 

and copy the URL from the address bar of the browser.  

 

D. The customer should deploy the content using the Help Menu integration method and use ExactMatch 

context matching to locate each topic's URL.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 10  

You are the project lead working with your IT team to set up a multi-user Installation of UPK in a Citrix 

environment, identify three correct considerations for this type of deployment.  

 

A. The server software and the database must reside on the same server and the client workstations are 

on the same network.  

 

B. The server may be accessed through the Internet with communication between the client and the 

server through Web Services using HTTP.  

 

C. The Developer server can support multiple libraries on the same physical server with users having 

multiple profiles, one for each library.  

 

D. The Developer can operate in remote and virtual environments such as Citrix and VMware without any 

special considerations.  

 

E. When recording a target application that is running a Citrix session, the Developer server must be 

running in the same Citrix session.  

 

F. The Recorder will not properly recognize the PrintStreen key in Citrix, so the recording key must be 

changed to F8 in the Developer server.  

 

Answer: B,E,F  

 

 

Question No : 11  

What would you do to back up all the content that is in your single-user UPK Developer?  
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A. Run a backup of the internal UPK database. Copy the resulting database backup file to a secure 

location.  

 

B. Open the Developer, select all the folders at the root level (minus the system folder), and choose Tools, 

Export, Documents. Copy the resulting .odarc file to a secure location.  

 

C. Open the Developer and check In all your documents. Then run a backup of the database. Copy the 

resulting database backup file to a secure location.  

 

D. Open the Developer, select all the folders at the root level (minus the system folder), and choose File, 

Publish. Publish the content as a Player. Copy the resulting Player Package to a secure location.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 12  

In this scenario, you are testing the deployment of "in-application support" (Help function) within your 

application. During your testing from an application page, you notice that the updated UPK content (logic) 

is an older version and does not display the recently updated content that you sent for publishing.  

Identify two reasons for this.  

 

A. Your UPK administrator published the correct content and you found that the correct content was 

moved to the correct web server location.  

 

B. Your UPK administrator published the correct Module and you found that the correct Module was 

moved to the wrong web server location.  

 

C. Your UPK administrator published the incorrect Section and moved this content to the wrong web 

server location  

 

D. Your UPK administrator published the incorrect Topic and moved this content to the correct web server 

location.  

 

E. Your UPK administrator published the correct content and you found that the correct content was 

moved to the Admins local (Desktop) location.  

 

Answer: B,D  

 

 

Question No : 13  

You are planning for a UPK multi user installation and you are not sure how many servers you want to use. 

Choose two options for installing the server-side components for the multi-user.  
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A. One server containing:  

-UPK Program Files  

-Database  

-IIS  

 

B. Two servers: A and B  

Server A contains:  

-UPK Program Files  

-IIS  

Server B contains:  

-Database  

 

C. Two servers: A and B  

-UPK Program Files  

Server B Contains:  

-IIS  

-Database  

 

D. Three servers: A, B and C  

Server A contains:  

UPK Program Files  

Server B contains:  

-Database  

Server C contains:  

-IIS  

 

Answer: A,B  

 

 

Question No : 14  

Two authors create a folder with the same name. If each author creates a new document in the folder 

what happens when they check in their documents?  

 

A. One folder is created and the documents from both authors are added to it.  

 

B. One folder is created and the last person to save the document overwrites the other document.  

 

C. Each author creates an individual folder and the documents are added to the correct folder.  

 

D. The system appends a numeric value to the second folder and the documents remain separate.  

 

Answer: A  
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Question No : 15  

When Installing the Knowledge Center using the Standard authentication, you are prompted for both a 

username and password for the initial Knowledge Center administrator- However, when installing using 

Windows authentication, you are prompted only for a Windows user account username for the initial 

Knowledge Center administrator.  

Identify two reasons that explain this difference.  

 

A. Using Windows authentication, the username Information is stored in the database, but the password 

will always be prompted for at runtime.  

 

B. Using Standard authentication, the installer will verify that there is not a Windows user account on the 

local computer that already exists with the login credentials provided.  

 

C. Using Windows authentication, Windows account usernames are added to the Knowledge Center 

database, and login authentication Is performed by Microsoft Windows, with the system checking the 

account under which the user has logged in to the local computer, which means that the password has 

already been validated at runtime.  

 

D. Using Windows authentication, the installer will reset the password of the selected Windows user 

account on the local computer to blank. Therefore, logging in at runtime will never require a password.  

 

E. Using Standard authentication, login authentication information (both user name and password) is 

stored In the Knowledge Center database and is validated when entered at runtime.  

 

F. Using standard authentication, Microsoft Windows cannot perform the login authentication of the 

windows user account on the local computer. Therefore, the username and password will have to be 

prompted for at runtime.  

 

Answer: C,E  

 

 

Question No : 16 

You are working on a UPK implementation that will take advantage of UPK's Help menu integration with 

Oracle PeopleSoft Applications and ExactMatch context.  

Identify two tasks that must be completed when deploying in In Application support.  

 

A. Install and configure Oracle PeopleSoft PeopleBooks before recording content for HINT deployment.  

 

B. Publish Player content using the Publish for PeopleBooks add-in to Microsoft Internet Explorer.  

 

C. Verify that the web server on which the UPK Player content is deployed has been configured to 

recognize the PeopleBooks MIME type.  
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D. Verify that the context is being captured during recording by recording a sample and reviewing the 

captured context by using the Player's context utility.  

 

E. Verify that the context is being captured during recording by recording a sample and reviewing the 

captured context by using the Developer's context editor.  

 

Answer: A,E  

 

 

Question No : 17 

You have installed the knowledge Center with the standard authentication mode. Select the statement 

that is true about the form authentication cookie.  

 

A. The Knowledge Center and Knowledge Data share the same form authentication cookie.  

 

B. The Knowledge Center and Knowledge Content share the same form authentication cookie.  

 

C. Only the Knowledge Center uses the form authentication cookie.  

 

D. The Knowledge Center, Knowledge Content, and Knowledge Data all share the same form 

authentication cookie.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 18  

Identify the true statement about a single server, multi-user Developer deployment.  

 

A. The application and database servers reside on the same physical hardware.  

 

B. The application and database servers each reside on a separate single server.  

 

C. The application and database are installed with the UPK Client developer locally and do not require a 

server.  

 

D. The database server and the application server are installed as one server, but on multiple physical 

systems.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 19  

You receive an error message during a silent installation because of incorrect syntax. Identify the correct 
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syntax.  

 

A. “<location of the setup file>\setup.exe” / s / f1 “<location of the response file>\ setup.iss”  

 

B. x:\my folder\setup.exe"/ s / f1"x: \ setup.igs  

 

C. "x:\my folder\setup.exe"/s / f1"x: \setup.iss"  

 

D. <location of the setup file> \ setup.exe “ / g / f1 “ <location of the response file>\ setup.iss”  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 20  

You have just implemented a multi-user installation of UPK. An author has created content and discovers 

that the published documents do not reflect the latest changes made by the author. Identify the reason.  

 

A. The author has created the changes in a library that he or she is not assigned to.  

 

B. There is an issue in the way the server software has been installed.  

 

C. Server-side documents are published and local version changes have not been checked in.  

 

D. Client-side documents are published and server version has not been checked out.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 21  

Your training coordinator has asked you to review and update three topics in a large outline, which is 

maintained by a group of authors. You plan to review while traveling, but you will not have access to the 

server.  

Select the process that enables you to review while traveling without access to the server.  

 

A. Check out the outline and all related documents so you have access to the full outline and all its related 

documents while you are offline.  

 

B. Do not check out any files because the system has local data storage and after you connect to the 

server, the changed files will be synchronized.  

 

C. Check out the topics that you need to review and get any other documents you might need.  

 

D. Check out the topics and related documents that you need to review and use the Get command for any 
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